Abstract. In a series of papers [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , Daida and his co-workers highlighted the difficulties posed to Genetic Programming (GP) by the complexity of the structural search space, and attributed the problem to the expression tree representation in GP. In this paper, we show how to transform a fixed-arity expression tree in GP to a non fixed-arity tree (Catalan tree) using representation based on Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAGs). This non fixed-arity property, which we call feasibility, allows us to design many types of genetic operators (as in [15] [16] [17] ). In particular, insertion/deletion operators arising naturally from the representation play a role as structural mutation operators. By using these dual operators on TAG-based representation, we demonstrate how these operators can help to soften the structural search difficulties in GP.
Introduction
Since its original proposal [1, 14] , mainstream genetic programming (GP) has been using expression tree as the representation for programs. In an expression tree, each node has a fixed arity (fixed number of children). We argue that this fixed-arity property makes it hard to design operators that can act on structure of the expression tree. Moreover, in a series of papers [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , Daida and his co-workers have shown that structure search alone can pose a great difficulty to standard GP (using espression tree representation and subtree swapping as crossover operator). In particular, they pointed out that vast majority of expression tree structures are essentially not searchable with GP, attributing the problem to the expression tree representation itself.
In this paper, we show how to transform a fixed-arity expression tree in GP to a non fixed-arity tree (Catalan tree) using a representation based on Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAGs). This non fixed-arity property, which we call feasibility, allows us to design many types of genetic operators (as in [17] ). In particular, insertion/deletion operators arising naturally from the representation play a role as structural mutation operators. By using these dual operators on the TAG-based representation, we demonstrate how these operators can help to soften the structural difficulty in GP.
The paper, therefore, proceeds as follows. In section 2, we introduce the idea of TAGbased representation, whereby tree adjoining grammar derivation trees are used as genotypes and the expression trees are phenotypes. We also show how this genotype-tophenotype map transforms fixed-arity trees to non-fixed-arity trees and obtain deletion and insertion as structural mutation operators in a natural way. Section 3 contains a brief summary of structural difficulty in standard GP, based on work [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] by Daida et al. In section 4, experimental results using insertion/deletion in a hill-climbing search on Daida's LID problem [8] are given; they are discussed, and compared with results of standard GP in [8] . We give a brief survey of related work in section 5 and conclude the paper with section 6, containing some ideas for extending the work.
TAG-Based Representation for GP
In this section, we first give the definitions of tree adjoining grammars (TAGs) and their derivation trees. Next, we describe how TAG-derivation trees can be used for genetic programming as in [17] . Finally, we describe insertion and deletion operators used with TAG-based representation.
1 Tree Adjoining Grammars
Joshi and his colleagues in [11] proposed tree-adjunct grammars, the original form of tree adjoining grammars (TAG). Adjunction was the only tree-rewriting operation. Later, the substitution operation was added and the new formalism became known as TAG. Although the addition of substitution did not change the strong and weak generative power of tree adjunct grammars (their tree and string sets), it compacted the formalism with fewer elementary trees [12] .
TAGs are tree-rewriting systems, defined in [12] as a 5-tuple (T, V, I, A, S), where T is a finite set of terminal symbols; V is a finite set of non-terminal symbols (T ∩ V = ∅); S ∈ V is a distinguished symbol called the start symbol; and E = I ∪ A is a set of elementary trees (initial and auxiliary respectively). In an elementary tree, interior nodes are labeled by non-terminal symbols, while nodes on the frontier are labeled either by terminal or non-terminal symbols. The frontier of an auxiliary tree must contain a distinguished node, the foot node, labeled by the same non-terminal as the root. The convention in [12] of marking the foot node with an asterisk (*) is followed here. With the exception of the foot node, all non-terminal symbols on the frontier of an elementary tree are terminal or marked as ↓ for substitution. Initial and auxiliary trees are denoted α and β respectively. A tree whose root is labeled by X is called an X-type tree. Figure 1 shows some examples of initial and auxiliary trees.
The key operations used with tree-adjoining grammars are the adjunction and substitution of trees. Adjunction builds a new (derived) tree γ from an auxiliary tree β and a tree α (initial, auxiliary or derived). If tree α has an interior node labeled A, and β is an A-type tree, the adjunction of β into α to produce γ is as follows: Firstly, the sub-tree α 1 rooted at A is temporarily disconnected from α. Next, β is attached to α to replace the sub-tree. Finally, α 1 is attached back to the foot node of β. γ is the final derived tree achieved from this process. Adjunction is illustrated in Figure 2 . In substitution, a non-terminal node on the frontier of an elementary tree is substituted with another initial tree with a root labelled with the same non-terminal symbol. Substitution is illustrated in Figure 3 . The tree set of a TAG can be defined as follows [12] : T G = {all tree t : t is completed and t is derived from some initial S-trees through adjunctions and substitutions}.
Where a tree t is completed, if t is an initial tree and all of the leaf nodes of t are labelled by terminal symbols. The language generated by the TAG G is defined as L G = {w ∈ T* : w is the yield of some tree t ∈ T G }. In TAG, there is a distinction between derivation and derived trees. A derivation tree in TAG [12, 20, 24, 27 ] is a tree-structure, which encodes the history of derivation (substitutions and adjunctions) to produce the derived tree. Each node is labelled by an elementary tree name: the root must be labelled by an α tree name, and the other nodes with either an α or β tree. The links between a node and its offspring are marked by addresses for adjunctions and substitutions. Figure 4 illustrates the derivation and derived trees in TAGs (the discontinuous lines mean substitutions). The set of languages generated by TAGs (called TAL) is a superset of the context-free languages generated by CFGs; and is properly included in indexed languages [12] . More properties of TAL can be found in [12] .
One special class of TAGs is lexicalized TAGs (LTAGs) [12, 21, 22] , in which each elementary tree of an LTAG must have at least one terminal node. It has been proven that there is an algorithm which, for any context-free grammar G, generates a corresponding LTAG G lex that generates the same language and tree set as G (G lex is then said to strongly lexicalize G) [12, 21, 22] . The derivation trees in G are the derived trees of G lex .
TAG-based Representation for Genetic Programming
The algorithm in [12, 21, 22 ] to find an LTAG to strongly lexicalize a CFG is based on the ideas of separation between the recursive part (structure) and non-recursive part (lexicon) of the CFG. In [22] , the only operation necessary in the resultant LTAG is adjunction. However, substitution can be added to make the elementary set more compact [12] . Moreover, it is possible to encode the non-recursive parts of the grammar purely as substitution trees. In so doing, the initial tree used for substitution can not be adjoined by other auxiliary trees: a process that simplifies the structure of derivation trees in LTAGs while maintaining their generative powers. Consequently, on the structure of LTAG derivation trees, substitution becomes an in-node operation and can be ignored to simplify the discussion of this paper (in fact, one can choose to entirely ignore substitution in implementing a TAG-based representation, at the cost of increasing the number of elementary trees). Figure 5 depicts this type of LTAG derivation tree (supposing each elementary tree has two adjoining addresses -i.e. the maximum arity is 2). In [17] , we used the derivation tree in LTAG as genotype structure for Tree-Adjoining Grammar-Guided Genetic Programming (TAG3P). TAG3P uses a genotype-tophenotype map and can handle problems with context-sensitive syntactical constraints, context-free syntactical constraints, or (as in standard GP) no syntactical constraints. In the first case, an LTAG grammar G lex is used on its own as the formalism for language bias declaration. The phenotype is the derived tree of G lex . In the second case, the contextfree grammar (CFG) G is used to generate the strongly lexicalised LTAG G lex . The derivation tress of G lex is used as the genotype, and the phenotype in that case is the derivation tree of G (derived tree of G lex ). In the final case, from a description of a GP set of functions and terminals, a context-free grammar, G, is created according to [30] (page 130). It was proven in [30] that there is a one to one map between the derivation trees of G and the expression trees in GP. The mapping schema can be summarized in figure 6 as follows where the second phase of the map is optional. The derivation tree structure in LTAG has an important property: when growing it, one can stop at any time, and the derivation tree and the corresponding derived tree are still valid. In other words, the derivation tree in LTAG is a non-fix-arity tree structure (Catalan tree [23] ). The maximal arity (number of children) of a node is the number of adjoining addresses that are present in the elementary tree of that node. If this arity is n, the node can have 0, 1,..., or n children.
In [17] , we call this property feasibility. Feasibility allows us to design and implement many new search operators which would not be possible in standard GP systems, including bio-inspired ones. In particular, insertion and deletion operators arise naturally from this TAG-based representation. In insertion, a random NULL node in the LTAGderivation tree is replace by a new node that can adjoin to the adjoining address of the corresponding parent node. Conversely, deletion randomly deletes a node that has all NULL children in the LTAG-derivation tree (i.e. a leaf node). Insertion and deletion simulate the growth and shrinkage of a natural tree. The change in genotype structure (and consequently in phenotype structure) is small. Figure 7 illustrates how insertion and deletion work. 
Structural Difficulty in GP
In a series of works [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , Daida and his co-workers showed that structure alone can pose great difficulty to standard GP search (using expression tree representation and subtree swapping crossover.) In particular, they delineated 4 regions of the space tree structure [6, figure3] . Region 1 is where most of standard GP solutions lie, i.e. it is easy for GP to find a solution in that area; region 2 is increasingly difficult for GP to search; region 3, including fuller trees and thinner trees, is almost impossible for GP to search; and, region 4 is out of bounds (i.e. infeasible tree structures). Moreover regions 2 and 3 account for the majority of tree structures, even when, as is usual in practical GP, a relatively small search space bound (in terms of size or depth) is used (see [6, figure 3] ).
To further validate this discovery, in their latest paper [8] , Daida et al specified a test problem known as LID. In the LID problem for GP, there is only one function of arity 2 named join, and one terminal named leaf. The raw fitness of one individual tr depends purely on its structural difference from the target solution. It is defined as follows [8] .
Fitness raw (tr) = Metric depth +Metric terminal (1) Where Metric depth and Metric termina l are defined as: In [8] , two families of LID problem instances were used to probe the search space of tree structure: 'horizontal cut' and 'vertical cut'. In the first family, the t target was fixed as 256 and the d target was varied from 8 to 255. In the second, d target was fixed as 15 while t target was varied from 16 to 32768. For a GP system using either size or depth as the chromosome complexity measure, these bounds on size and depth (256 and 15) are quite typical.
Surprisingly, the results in [8, figure 3 and 4] show that standard GP, using expression tree representation and sub-tree swapping crossover, performed extremely poorly on the two families of problem instances, especially for those vertical and horizontal cut regions that lie in regions 3 and 4. The results thus support the hypothesis that there is great structural difficulty in GP. Daida and his co-workers [8,figures 6 and 7] went further, in showing that the results cannot be fully explained by the sparsity of tree structures in regions 3 and 4 (i.e. they are not an equilibrium problem). Their explanation pointed to the expression tree representation itself as the main cause of the structural difficulty.
Our further work on this problem has identified the lack of appropriate structural edit operators, resulting from the fixed-arity expression tree representation in standard GP, as the culprit. Using TAG-based representation we have been able to solve the problem of fixed-arity and design structural mutation operators, namely, insertion and deletion. In the next section, we investigate how the TAG-based representation, coupled with insertion/deletion operators, softens the structural difficulty in GP.
To investigate how well TAG-based representation and insertion/deletion operators handle the structural difficulty, we tried a hill-climbing search using insertion/deletion as operators (TAG-HILL) on the same families of LID problem instances as in [8] , namely the horizontal cut and the vertical cuts. The grammar for the LID problem is as follow:
G={N={S}, T={Joint, Leaf },P,{S}} where the rule set P is defined as follows: S → S Joint S S → Leaf The corresponding LTAG (as found in [21] ) is G lex = {V={S},T={Joint, Leaf}, I, A) where I∪ A is as in Figure 8 . Fig. 8 . Elementary trees of G lex for LID problem. It is noted in [21] that the map between derivation tree of G lex and derivation tree of G (and therefore to expression tree of GP) is one-to-one. However, while the GP expression tree for LID is a fixed-arity (binary) tree, the derivation tree in G lex is a non-fixed-arity (Catalan binary) tree.
In our experiments, the maximal number of steps in TAG-HILL is set to 100000 for each instance. This gives the same number of evaluations as in [8] , the size of population and the number of generations are set to 500 and 200 respectively. Consequently, the maximal allowed number of fitness evaluation in TAG-HILL is the same as in the GP experiments in [8] . For the horizontal cut, t target was fixed as 256 while d target was varied from 8 to 255. For each varied d target , 100 runs were allocated. Similarly, in the vertical cut, the d target was fixed as 15 while t arget was varied from 16 to 32768. For each t target in [16. .1024], we carried out 100 runs, while in [1025..32768], we run 100 trials for each point of the 118 equi-sampled points of in that interval. Although the setting of W depth and W terminal do not affect TAG-HILL search, we still set them the same as in [8] , i.e. as 30 and 70 respectively. Figures 9 and 10 depict the results on the frequency of success for TAG-HILL compared with the GP results reported in [8] . The results for GP-HILL are based on total 137600 runs. The graphs of GP results are adapted from figures 3 and 4 in [8] (based on 90000 runs). Figure 9 and figure 10 here.
The results show that TAG-HILL outperforms GP on the two families of LID problem instances by an extremely wide margin. For the horizontal cut family, TAG-HILL solved all except the three rightmost points (where the frequencies of success were 98%, 86%, 72% respectively) with 100% reliability, while GP could not reliably find solutions for the whole range of problems with d target <12 and d target > 70; with d target > 100 and d target = 8 or 9, GP failed to find any solutions. For the vertical cut family, GP runs were unreliable in finding solutions for t target > 500, and failed to find any solutions with t target > 1024. By contrast, TAG-HILL can solve the problem with 100% success for t target up to 12000, and only failed to find solutions when t target > 16000. Figures 11 and 12 show the average number of search steps for TAG-HILL to find solutions. The almost linear scale suggest that, except for some extreme points, the landscape of the two families of LID problem instances is quite smooth for TAG-HILL. This is no trivial matter, since when t target (d target ) reach their extreme values, the tree structure become exponentially sparse [23] . To see just how sparse, take the example of the leftmost point on the horizontal cut where t target = 256 and d target = 8. There is only one tree with that combination of (t target , d target ) out of 
Figure 11, 12 here
The results show that TAG-based representation, equipped with insertion/deletion, can soften the structural difficulties in GP. Of course, except for specially tailored problems (like LID) it may be difficult to determine whether a problem has inherent structural difficulty and hence whether to apply insertion and deletion. Further investigation of this issue will be deferred to our future work. In other recent work [18] , we have investigated the role of insertion and deletion as structural mutation and/or local search operators in the context of Tree Adjoining Grammar Guided Genetic Programming (TAG3P). The results show that, on some standard GP problems, insertion and deletion help TAG3P to improve the performance significantly, even with very small population sizes.
Related works
To the best of our knowledge, in the field of grammar guided genetic programming (GGGP) [9, 10, 19, [28] [29] [30] [31] , structural mutation and the problem of structural difficulty have not yet been studied. However we believe that the structural difficulty problem also affects the derivation tree structure of (context-free, logic) grammars (at least when solving non-syntactical constraints like in GP). However it would be extremely difficult in GGGP to solve the problem using structural mutations like our TAG-based insertion and deletion, because of the complexity of defining them through syntactical (string-rewriting) rules.
Recently, Vanneschi et al. [25, 26] designed new GP structural mutation operators, called inflate mutation and deflate mutation, for studying fitness-distance correlation. They proved that their structural mutation operators are consistent with the alignment-tree metric. This means, if the alignment metric between to tree t 1 and t 2 is D, then there is a sequence of inflate and deflate mutation with length D/2 to transform t1 into t2. However, it is not yet known whether this optimal sequence can be obtained in real time. Moreover, their structural mutation operators are complicated in implementation and unnatural in definition. Being based on the arity ranking of nodes, it is hard to imagine how these operators can be extended to handling syntactically constrained domains.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have reintroduced a representation for genetic programming, based on the use of tree adjoining grammars. We described in detail how this representation transforms the fixed-arity expression tree representation in GP into a non-fixed-arity tree structure in LTAG. From this property of TAG-based representation (we named it feasibility in [17] ), insertion and deletion arise naturally as structural mutation operators. The results on two families of LID problem instances, using stochastic hillclimbing search, show that the TAG-based representation significantly softens the structural difficulty previously found in standard GP using expression tree representation and subtree swapping crossover [8] .
In future, we planning to analyze the run time behaviour of TAG-HILL and GP (using sub-stree swapping crossover) on the LID problem, aiming at prediction of the convergence time. We are developing a way to measure the structural difficulty of problems, aiming to predict the usefulness of insertion and deletion for those problems.
